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Abstract
Energy-storing devices which use quantum effects (quantum batteries) are expected to provide an advantage in terms of charging power with respect to their classical counterparts[1]. However another
crucial feature that needs to be assessed is the ability of quantum batteries to store energy through a period of time withstanding self-discharging and noise. In this work we characterize the best way
to store a total energy E in an array of n (two-level) noisy quantum batteries, with the aim of retrieving the maximum possible energy after the batteries have undergone some environmental noise. We
consider several kinds of detrimental noise: energy decay and thermalization (generalized amplitude damping channels)[2, 3, 4], loss of coherence (dephasing channels)[2, 3] and depolarization[2, 3]. We
consider both the case in which the allowed number of quantum batteries n is restrained to a fixed fraction of the initial energy E to store in the batteries, and the case in which we are allowed to use
an unlimited number of quantum batteries (E/n→ 0). For some noise channels (most notably, the generalized amplitude damping channel) storing the energy in a large number of batteries is the best
way to prevent the degradation of extractable work due to the use of quantum coherence in energy allocation. However, this is not the case for all the kinds of models: we find some quantum channels
for which the ergotropy[5] is best preserved by keeping a finite ratio ` = E/n.. This result shows that quantum resources, apart from providing an advantage in the charging power of quantum batteries,
can also be helpful in preventing their degradation by environmental noise.

Quantum Work Extraction
In Quantum Mechanics the average energy of a system that can be used depends on the work
extraction protocol, we are interested in the maximal amount of energy which can be extracted
froma a closed system via unitary operations: the so called ergotropy [5]. It is defined as:

E(ρ̂) = Tr[ρ̂Ĥ]−min
V̂

Tr[V̂ ρ̂V̂ †Ĥ]. (1)

Quantum Batteries
A quantum battery (QB) is a device which is able to store energy, which can be retrieved for later
use, through a quantum state. The maximal amount of retreavable energy is quantified by the
ergotropy. In this work we consider as QBs a set of two level systems (TLS), that can be initialized
to any state given a fixed input average energy. Each TLS is endowed by the local Hamiltonan:

Ĥ =

(
0 0
0 1

)
, (2)

The total Hamiltonian is simply the sum of all the local ones.Noise during the storage
In the future we imagine that we will have large arrays of QBs inevitably prone to error. Let us
suppose to have an input average energy E in units of a single battery energy, we are interested
in studying the asymptotic limit where E → ∞, we are allowed to encode the input energy into
n ≥ E QBs subject to local i.i.d. noise described by some quantum channel. We are interested in
the maximal possible value of extractable energy from the n QBs.
The generalized amplitude damping channel (GADC) models the dynamics of a TLS in contact
with a thermal bath at non-zero temperature. It can be used to describe the T1 relaxation process
due to the coupling of spins to a system that is in thermal equilibrium at a temperature higher
than the spin temperature. The GADC is also one of the sources of noise. In the case that the
thermal bath is at zero temperature,the GADC reduces to the amplitude damping channel (ADC),
which which arises naturally as a noise model in spin chains[2, 3, 4]. The action of the GADC on
quantum state is:

Λγ,η(ρ̂) =

(
(1− ηγ)ρ11 + (1− η)γρ11

√
1− γρ12√

1− γρ21 (1− (1− η)γ)ρ22 + ηγρ11

)
. (3)

If we set η = 0 we obtain the action of the ADC.
The Dephasing channel ∆κ describes the loss of coherence of a quantum state due to the interaction
with an envirnoment a can be used to approximate the T2 relaxation process[2, 3]. Its action on a
genereic TLS state is:

∆κ(ρ̂) =

(
ρ11

√
1− κρ12√

1− κρ21 ρ22

)
. (4)
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Redundancy protocol
We can envision a strategy where the number of quantum batteries is treated as a free resource, we
call it the aymptotic strategy. In the limit in which the number of quantum batteries is very large
compared to the total energy to store (that is, E/n→ 0), it is reasonable to expect some advantage
in the ratio between input energy and output ergotropy. In order to evaluate the asymptotic
performance we define the following figure of merit, the maximal asymptotic ergotropy energy ratio
when E/n→ 0:

J (Φ) := lim
E→∞

sup
n,ρ̂n

E(Φ⊗n(ρ̂n))

E
, (5)

with Tr[ρ̂nĤn] = E. This asymptotic ratio expresses the most efficient way to allocate initial energy
with the aim to extract it at the end of the process. Another fundamental ingredient to obtain
an efficiency advantage is quantum coherence in fact the state that we prepare as the input in the
limit E/n→ 0 is the pure state |ψn〉〈ψn|, where

|ψn〉 =

(√
1− E

n
|0〉+

√
E

n
|1〉
)⊗n

(6)

In order to compare the efficiency of the asymptotic strategy with a protocol in which we use a
number of QBs that scales linearly with the input average energy we define the following quantity:

En,e(Φ) := max
ρ̂n

E(Φ⊗n(ρ̂n))

n
, (7)

where Tr[ρ̂nĤn] ≤ ne = E, in particular we consider the single-shot strategy, where we compute
E1,1(Φ).
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Quantum advantage in GADC
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Fig. 1: Difference between the ratio of the otuput ergotropy in the coherent asymptotic strategy and the input energy and
the ratio E1,1(Λγ,η)/E, at varying γ, η. The difference is positive in a vast volume of the parameter region: there the

asymptotic strategy performs better than the single-shot strategy in terms of ergotropy/input energy ratio.

Quantum advantage in ADC + Dephasing
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Fig. 2: Difference between the ratio of the output ergotropy for the coherent asymptotic strategy and the initial energy
with the n-uses strategy with separable input states and the ratio E1,1(∆κ ◦ Λγ,0)/E, at varying γ, κ. The difference is
positive in a vast volume of the parameter region: there the asymptotic strategy performs better than the single-shot

strategy in terms of ergotropy/input energy ratio.
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